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Introduction: This study explored the role of body image dissatisfaction on orgasmic response during partnered
sex and masturbation and on sexual relationship satisfaction. The study also described typologies of women
having different levels of body image satisfaction.

Methods: A sample of 257 Norwegian women responded to an online survey assessing body image dissatisfaction,
problems with orgasm, and sexual relationship satisfaction. Using structural equation modeling and factor mixture
modeling, the relationship between body image dissatisfaction and orgasmic response was assessed, and clusters of
sexual response characteristics associated with varying levels of body image dissatisfaction were identified.

Main Outcome Measure: Orgasmic function during partnered sex and masturbation, along with sexual rela-
tionship satisfaction, were assessed as a function of body image.

Results: Body image dissatisfaction, along with a number of covariates, predicted higher levels of “problems with
orgasm” during both partnered sex and masturbation, with no significant difference in the association depending
on the type of sexual activity. Varying levels of body image dissatisfaction/satisfaction were associated with
differences in orgasmic incidence, difficulty, and pleasure during partnered sex; with one orgasmic parameter
during masturbation; and with sexual relationship satisfaction.

Conclusion: Body image dissatisfaction and likely concomitant psychological distress are related to impaired
orgasmic response during both partnered sex and masturbation and may diminish sexual relationship satisfaction.
Women with high body image dissatisfaction can be characterized by specific sexual response patterns. Horvath
Z, Smith BH, Sal D, et al. Body Image, Orgasmic Response, and Sexual Relationship Satisfaction:
Understanding Relationships and Establishing Typologies Based on Body Image Satisfaction. Sex Med
2020;8:740e751.
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INTRODUCTION

Orgasmic difficulty (OD) is one of the more common sexual
problems experienced by women, with about half of such women
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reporting distress about their condition.1e7 Interestingly, those
women reporting greater distress about their OD are not neces-
sarily those reporting greater OD. Rather, distress is more strongly
linked to women's perceived causes for their OD: those women
attributing their OD to psychological factors such as general
anxiety or stress, sex-specific/performance anxiety, and cognitive
distractibility report higher OD-related distress.8 Thus, compared
with non-distressed OD counterparts, distressed women see their
ODproblem as emanating primarily from themselves. In doing so,
they internalize the OD problem, take blame for it, and feel guilt,
shame, self-anger, and distress about it.9e15 One potentially sig-
nificant source of sex-specific/performance anxiety and distress is
that of negative body image, a construct regarding a person's
subjective opinion about his/her bodily appearance.16e19
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Link Between Body Image and Sexual Problems
For women, a positive body image has been associated with a

more pleasurable sex life,20 whereas a negative body image is
commonly mentioned as a factor contributing to OD.7 The
relationship between body image and sexual functioning is partly
independent of actual body size or mass (eg, body mass index),
suggesting that subjective body image has more influence on a
woman's overall and sexual functioning than her actual body
dimensions.17,20e22

The burden of a negative body image on sexual response may
be mediated through such factors as low self-esteem and psy-
chological well-being,18,23e29 and the specific framework
through which negative body image leads to sexual problems has
been conceptualized through self-objectification theory.30e32

Specifically, women are socialized to view themselves as objects
to be looked at. Internalization of such ideation results in self-
consciousness and “spectatoring” (observing oneself from a
third person perspective33), especially in situations where the
woman's body is exposed to others' evaluations, for example,
during sexual activity.34 Women's focus on their own bodies may
distract their attention from the positive sensations of sexual
intimacy and the partner's erotic cues, which in turn may lead to
diminished sexual self-efficacy and pleasure.34e39 This relation-
ship may be moderated by body shame, resulting from women's
constant comparisons of themselves with cultural ideals,30e39

and may motivate them to reduce these negative feelings by
avoiding sexual activity altogether. As such, negative body image
may become self-perpetuating—reducing sexual interest, a sense
of intimacy with a partner, and sexual responsivity.39e43
Connections Between Negative Body Image and
Partnered Sex vs Masturbation
A positive body image and higher self-acceptance of one's

physical appearance have been associated with better sexual
functioning, including orgasmic response, during partnered
sex.7,43 Body dissatisfaction, on the other hand, presumably in-
duces psychological distress, lower arousal and desire, and
diminished orgasmic response and pleasure during partnered
sex.7 Indeed, the sense that both partners are enjoying the sexual
act strongly contributes to sexual dyadic mutuality and plea-
sure,7,44 which may be easily eroded by negative feelings and
anxiety about one's body appearance.45 Although poor body
image may diminish sexual response during partnered sex, its
relationship to sexual/orgasmic response during masturbation is
less understood. Specifically, negative body image may affect
orgasmic capacity primarily through an anxiety-evoking evalua-
tive process that operates primarily during partnered sex.46 Thus,
negative body image could have different effects on orgasmic
response, depending on whether masturbation or partnered sex is
involved.11 To date, several studies have indicated that mastur-
bation tends to be associated with a more positive body image,
the idea being that women who masturbate are more able to
associate sexual pleasure with their bodily responses and, in doing
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751
so, develop greater satisfaction with their bodies.47,48 However,
to our knowledge, no studies have examined the relationship
between body image dissatisfaction and orgasmic response and
pleasure during masturbation, comparing it directly with
orgasmic response and pleasure during partnered sex, in a
multivariate context that includes other sexual and relationship
parameters.
Body Image Dissatisfaction and Relationship
Quality

The connection between negative body image and orgasmic
problems (eg, diminished pleasure or frequency, increased OD) can
both influence and be influenced by a woman's relationship status
and quality.49,50 On the one hand, the distress and spectatoring/
distraction related to negative body image51,52 can interfere with
emotional closeness, leading to diminished intimacy and therefore
to diminished relationship quality.45,46 On the other hand, high
relationship satisfactionmay help protect against the negative effects
of negative body image on sexual functioning.43,44,51,52 Further-
more, positive body image and self-esteem appear to buffer the
negative effects of a conflicted relationship.23,53 Thus, greater body
dissatisfaction can lead to diminished relationship satisfaction and,
vice versa, the perception that her partner is dissatisfied with her
body may lead to lower sexual relationship satisfaction for both the
woman and her partner.
Rationale and Aims
This study explored 5 in-depth questions related to body

image satisfaction and sexual response. How is body image (dis)
satisfaction related to sexual/orgasmic response (i) during part-
nered sex and (ii) during masturbation? (iii) Does body image
satisfaction have a greater effect on orgasmic response during
partnered sex than during masturbation? (iv) How is body image
satisfaction related to sexual relationship satisfaction? Finally,
given that body image satisfaction—as a broad construct that
moderates perceptions of both the self and others—can have a
pivotal role on multiple factors impinging on sexual and rela-
tionship functioning, we asked, (v) can typologies be constructed
that identify a constellation of sexuality-related factors associated
with varying levels of body image satisfaction in women? We
approached our analyses with several expectations based on the
research literature, including the assumptions that body image
dissatisfaction would be more strongly related to partnered sex
than to masturbation and that poor body image would relate
negatively to sexual relationship satisfaction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Procedures
This cross-sectional study recruited a convenience sample of

354 Norwegian women through social media to participate in an
online survey examining sexual health and sexual problems in
women. The invitation to participate was posted on Facebook.
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To meet the aims of this study, women who had no sexual
partner or who did not engage in sex with their partner (N ¼ 66)
or who did not masturbate (N ¼ 31) were excluded from the
analyses, resulting in a final sample of 257 women. Mean and
median ages were 29.4 (SD ¼ 8.66; range 18e69 years) and
28.0 years (interquartile range ¼ 28e35 years), respectively.
Regarding education, 88 women had completed high school
(34.9%), 41 had completed a technical or training degree/cer-
tification (16.3%), and 123 had completed a college or post-
graduate degree (48.8%). Furthermore, 220 participants self-
identified as heterosexual (85.6%), 31 as bisexual (12.1%), 1
as homosexual (0.4%), and 5 as other (2.0%).

The study was approved by the institutional review boards of
the authors’ universities. To begin the online questionnaire,
participants had to provide informed consent, confirm their age
of 18 years or older, and acknowledge the voluntary and anon-
ymous nature of the study. Because some questions asked about
very intimate behaviors, participants were informed of the option
to terminate participation or skip questions without any conse-
quences. Participants were also given the option of contacting the
principal investigator for further information.
Measures
The online questionnaire, constructed in Qualtrics, consisted

of 2 parts and took approximately 20e25 minutes.
Questionnaire for Measuring Female Sexual Response
A 42-item questionnaire, which included demographic infor-

mation, 13 (approximations) of the 19 questions on the Female
Sexual Function Index,54,* and a number of experimenter-
constructed items specific to the aims of the study, assessed
various aspects of sexual and orgasmic response during partnered
sex and masturbation. The questionnaire was translated to
Norwegian using the standard 2-step (forward and back) process
by independent translators.55 Outcome measures and relevant
covariates were drawn from questionnaire items and are delin-
eated in the next sections. Detailed descriptions of the ques-
tionnaire are provided elsewhere.11,50,56e58
Primary Covariate and Organizing Variable

Body Image Satisfaction. On a separate 4-item question-
naire, participants self-rated their satisfaction with their body
image,59 with each item assessed on a 6-point scale (1 ¼ does not
apply at all, 6 ¼ applies exactly). This instrument, first used on a
large sample of Norwegian adolescents59 and subsequently used
in a number of studies on body image (dis)satisfaction, has
demonstrated satisfactory internal consistency among both
* Clarifying wording changes were made for most questions based on
consensus input during the survey development process from 3 focus
groups of women [see 7,8,11]. Such changes were often necessary as FSFI
items do not specifically query about situations involving masturbation.
adolescents and adults (a ¼ 0.82-0.91).59e64 The 4 items
measured women's satisfaction with their (i) appearance and (ii)
body, and women's tendency to want to change their (iii) body
and (iv) appearance (scores on the latter 2 items were reversed).
Higher scores represented higher levels of body image satisfac-
tion. A high level of internal consistency was found for the scale
in the current analysis (u ¼ 0.90).
Outcome Measures
For the first 2 outcome measures, 3 single-item questions were

used to establish 2 separate composite variables: “problems with
orgasm” for masturbation and (separately) for partnered sex. The
first single-item question for each composite outcome variable
measured the percent of time reaching orgasm (%orgasmic fre-
quency) during partnered sex and masturbation: “Estimate how
often sexual activity with your (current or most recent) partner ends in
(or ended in) orgasm?” and “Estimate how often masturbation (alone,
without your partner present) ends in orgasm for you?”with tickmarks
at 10-point intervals on an analog scale, 1 ¼ Never, 10 ¼ Always.
The second item for each composite outcome variable assessed
levels of OD during partnered sex and masturbation: “When you
have (or have had) sex with your partner, do (or did) you have problems
reaching orgasm?” and “If you masturbate (alone, without a partner
present), do you ever have problems reaching orgasm?”; scale:
1 ¼ Almost never [having difficulty to reach orgasm], 5 ¼ Almost
always;, 6¼ I don't reach orgasm. The third item for each composite
outcome variable assessed lack of orgasmic pleasure during part-
nered sex andmasturbation: “When you have (or have had) sex with a
partner, how pleasurable or satisfying would you rate your typical
orgasm?” and “If you masturbate (alone, without a partner present),
how pleasurable or satisfying would you rate your typical orgasm?”;
scale reversed for analyses: 1 ¼ Very satisfactory, 5 ¼ Very unsatis-
factory, 6 ¼ I don't reach orgasm. Composite scores for “problems
with orgasm” during partnered sex (u ¼ 0.84) and during
masturbation (u ¼ 0.76) presented satisfactory levels of internal
consistency among the 3 measures.

The third outcome variable—sexual relationship sat-
isfaction—was assessed with a single-item question: “How satis-
fied are you with your primary sexual relationship, that is, with the
relationship you consider to be most significant to you?”measured on
a 5-point scale: 1 ¼ Not at all satisfied, 5 ¼ Very satisfied.
Covariates Measuring Sexual Response

Several measures of sexual response were included as covariates
or validating variables. Single-item questions with 8 response
categories were used to assess frequencies of partnered sex:
“Considering your sexual history with your current or most recent
ongoing partner, how often do you (or did you) have sex with your
partner?” and (separately) for masturbation, “How often do you
masturbate?” during the past 9e12 months (2 ¼ Almost never,
9 ¼ One or more times daily). Participants also evaluated the
overall importance of sex in their life during the past
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751



Table 1. Correlation coefficients measuring associations between
latent factor of satisfaction with body image and observed indicators
of orgasmic responses during partnered sex and masturbation and
sexual relationship satisfaction

Covariate
Correlation with satisfaction with
body image factor

Frequency of orgasm during
partnered sex

0.18†

Orgasmic difficulty during
partnered sex

�0.15*

Lack of orgasmic pleasure
during partnered sex

�0.21†

Frequency of orgasm during
masturbation

0.16*

Orgasmic difficulty during
masturbation

�0.12

Lack of orgasmic pleasure
during masturbation

�0.25‡

Sexual relationship satisfaction 0.21†

N ¼ 257.
*Significant correlation coefficients are indicated by P < .05.
†Significant correlation coefficients are indicated by P < .01.
‡Significant correlation coefficients are indicated by P < .001.
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9e12 months: “Please rate the importance of sex in your life?” scale:
1 ¼ Not important at all, 5 ¼ Very important.
Data Analysis
All analyses were performed with Mplus 8.0 statistical soft-

ware.56 To address the 5 aims of the study, both variable- (aims
1e4) and person- (aim 5) centered analyses were performed.

Body image satisfaction—the primary predictor and orga-
nizing variable—was used (i) as a predictor variable for the
composite outcome variables “problem with orgasm during
masturbation” and “problems with orgasm during partnered sex”
(aims 1e3), as well as for the outcome variable “sexual rela-
tionship satisfaction” (aim 4) and (ii) for establishing latent
classes (typologies) of women of varying levels of body image
satisfaction (aim 5).
Variable-Centered Analysis
Structural equation modeling (SEM)65 was used to describe

the relationship between body image satisfaction and “prob-
lems with orgasm” during partnered sex (aim 1) and (sepa-
rately) during masturbation (aim 2). It also compared the
effects of body image on “problems with orgasm” during
masturbation vs during partnered sex (aim 3) and, separately,
identified the relationship between body image satisfaction and
sexual relationship satisfaction (aim 4). In the SEM model, the
effects of age, frequency of partnered sex and (separately)
masturbation, and overall importance of sex were also included
as covariates in the analyses.
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751
For these analyses, observed indicators of OD, lack of
orgasmic pleasure during partnered sex and masturbation, and
observed items of body image satisfaction scale were specified as
ordered categorical variables, with the aforementioned statistical
models estimated by using the “weighted least squares with
means and variances” adjusted method.
Person-centered analysis

This analysis attempted to identify sexuality-related variables
associated with subgroups having varying levels of body image
satisfaction (aim 5). Specifically, factor mixture modeling66,67

was performed to differentiate subgroups of participants with
discrete levels of body image satisfaction. In this procedure, the
estimated models simultaneously incorporate characteristics of a
confirmatory factor analytic measurement model and mixture
modeling (eg, latent class analysis). Therefore, the estimated
models contained both a continuous latent variable (ie, body
image satisfaction) and a categorical latent variable (ie, subgroups
with different levels of body image satisfaction). In this model,
factor loadings on the continuous latent variable of body image
satisfaction were equal across the identified latent classes, whereas
the identified latent cases differed in the mean of the continuous
latent body image factor.

A step-by-step process was used to specify the number of
subgroups: (i) first, the model with the optimal number of latent
classes was selected; (ii) then, interpretation of the identified
latent classes was carried out based on their profile characteristics;
and (iii) the identified latent classes were validated and compared
in terms of relevant covariates.68 An iterative model estimation
process was used, such that models with increasing numbers of
latent classes were estimated and compared on various indices to
determine the optimal number of subgroups. In essence, these
procedures ensured a sufficient number of clusters (typologies) so
as to adequately discriminate among women based on their body
image satisfaction, while also limiting the number of clusters so
that they were not so highly specified as to become meaningless
because of inordinate detail.
RESULTS

Preliminary Bivariate Associations
As a preliminary step to understanding interrelationships

among the predictor and outcome variables and to construct
valid composite outcome variables for SEM analysis, bivariate
associations were calculated to assess the strength and direction of
relationships between body image satisfaction and specific mea-
sures of orgasmic response during (i) partnered sex and (ii)
masturbation and (iii) sexual relationship satisfaction (Table 1).
The estimated model presented optimal level of model fitness
(c222 ¼ 24.360; P ¼ .329; root mean square error of
approximation ¼ 0.020; comparative fit index ¼ 1.000; Tucker-
Lewis index ¼ 0.999).



Table 2. Predictive effects on outcome variables measuring “problems with orgasm” during partnered sex and masturbation and on
sexual relationship satisfaction

Covariate

Outcome variables

Problems with orgasm during
partnered sex b (SE)

Problems with orgasm
during masturbation b (SE)

Sexual relationship
satisfaction b (SE)

Age �0.20 (0.06)† �0.09 (0.07) 0.01 (0.06)
Frequency of partnered sex �0.20 (0.06)† �0.01 (0.07) 0.60 (0.05)‡

Frequency of masturbation 0.09 (0.07) �0.26 (0.07)‡ �0.10 (0.05)*
Overall interest in sex �0.23 (0.07)† �0.12 (0.08) 0.11 (0.06)
Satisfaction with body image �0.16 (0.07)* �0.24 (0.08)† 0.14 (0.06)†

Explained variance (R2) 16% 17% 45%

N ¼ 257.
*Significant standardized regression coefficients (b; and standard error values in parenthesis) are indicated by P < .05.
†Significant standardized regression coefficients (and standard error values in parenthesis) are indicated by P < .01.
‡Significant standardized regression coefficients (and standard error values in parenthesis) are indicated by P < .001.
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Specifically, body image satisfaction presented significant,
positive (though weak) relationships with %frequency of orgasm
during partnered sex and (separately) masturbation and with
sexual relationship satisfaction (r ¼ 0.16e0.21). Moreover, sig-
nificant, negative, and weak links were demonstrated between
body image satisfaction and OD during partnered sex and lack of
orgasmic pleasure during both partnered sex and masturbation
(r ¼ �0.25 to �0.15).
Variable-Centered Analysis Using SEM (Aims 1e4)
To assess the interrelationships among variables within a

unified analysis, SEM examined the predictive effects of body
image satisfaction on (i) each of the 2 composite outcome vari-
ables of “problems with orgasm” during (separately) partnered
sex and masturbation and (ii) sexual relationship satisfaction.
Satisfactory level of model fitness was observed (c266 ¼ 84.740;
P ¼ .060; root mean square error of approximation ¼ 0.033;
comparative fit index ¼ 0.996; Tucker-Lewis index ¼ 0.994).
Bivariate correlation estimates between the predictor and
outcome variables are presented in Supplementary Table 1.

Standardized regression coefficients representing the predictive
effects of body image satisfaction on the 2 composite outcome
variables “problems with orgasm during partnered sex” and
“problems with orgasm during masturbation” and the third
outcome variable, sexual relationship satisfaction, are presented
in Table 2 and Figure 1. During partnered sex (aim 1), higher
“problems with orgasm” was significantly associated with lower
body image satisfaction, as well as with lower age, lower fre-
quency of partnered sex, and lower overall interest in sex. During
masturbation (aim 2), higher “problems with orgasm” was
significantly associated with lower body image satisfaction and
lower frequency of masturbation. The path coefficients between
body image satisfaction and problems with orgasm during part-
nered sex (95% confidence interval of b ¼ �0.31, �0.02) and
problems with orgasm during masturbation (95% confidence
interval of b ¼ �0.39, �0.09) did not differ significantly in
terms of strength (Wald test of parameter equality
constraints ¼ 0.502; P ¼ .479), indicating that body image
satisfaction played equally strong roles on orgasmic response,
independent of whether the activity involved masturbation or
partnered sex (aim 3).

Regarding the outcome variable, sexual relationship satisfac-
tion (aim 4), significant and positive predictive effects were
presented for body image satisfaction as well as with frequency of
partnered sex. The significant link between frequency of
masturbation and sexual relationship satisfaction was considered
a possible statistical artifact (ie, suppressor effect due to frequency
of partnered sex) as the bivariate relationship between the 2
variables was non-significant.

Person-Centered Analysis Using Factor Mixture
Modeling (Aim 5)
Person-centered analysis was aimed at identifying sexual

response variables associated with subgroups of women having
varying levels of body image satisfaction. This process involved 3
steps: model selection, characterizing each of the identified
subgroups, and validation of the identified subgroups.
Model Selection
Models with 1 to 5 latent classes were estimated and con-

trasted. Model fit indices (Supplementary Table 2) suggested that
optimal fit was presented for a model with 5 latent classes
(subgroups). However, inclusion of the fifth latent class over 4
subgroups did not indicate a more parsimonious and optimal
classification solution. Therefore, the 4-class solution was
selected, with average probabilities of being assigned to each of
the 4 classes being 0.95, 0.93, 0.95, and 0.97, indicating a very
low error rate of class assignment.
Profile Characteristics of the Identified Latent Classes
Table 3 displays profile characteristics of the 4 identified latent

classes. Women assigned to class 1 (“very low body image satis-
faction”; N¼ 63; 24.71%) were characterized by very low levels of
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751



Figure 1. Significant predictive effects on outcome variables measuring “problems with orgasm” during partnered sex and masturbation,
and sexual relationship satisfaction. Note. N ¼ 257. Single-ended arrows are standardized regression coefficients (b), whereas double-
ended arrows represent correlations (r) between variables. Only significant (P < .05) indices are presented in the figure. Significant es-
timates are indicated by *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001. Variables presented in ellipses are specified as latent variables, while variables
presented in rectanguls are observed variables. R2 values indicate the level of explained variance on each outcome variables.
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body image satisfaction.Women assigned to class 2 (“average body
image satisfaction”; N ¼ 111; 43.53%) showed average levels of
item scores on each of the indicators, typically reporting being
somewhat satisfied with their body image. Women of class 3
(“moderately high body image satisfaction”; N ¼ 62; 24.31%)
demonstrated greater than average and high scores on each item of
body image satisfaction. Finally, women in class 4 (“very high body
image satisfaction”; N ¼ 19; 7.45%) had very high mean item
scores, indicating very high levels of body image satisfaction.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the retrieved factor mixture model w

Covariate l (SE)

Very low body
image satisfactio
class N ¼ 63
(24.71%) M (SE)

1. I would like to change a good deal
about my body.*

1.00 (0.00)† 1.63 (0.17)

2. By and large, I am satisfied with
my looks.

2.67 (0.76)*** 1.43 (0.06)

3. I would like to change a good deal
about my looks.*

1.06 (0.11)*** 1.76 (0.17)

4. By and large, I am satisfied with
my body.

1.79 (0.32)*** 1.41 (0.07)

Continuous latent factor mean - �4.19 (0.58)

Each item of the scale was assessed on a 6-point scale (1 ¼ does not apply at
*Negatively worded items were recoded so that higher scores represented high
†Factor loading of the first item was fixed at 1 to set the metric of the continuo
parenthesis) are indicated by *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001.
‡Continuous latent factor mean was fixed at 0 to set the metric of the latent

Sex Med 2020;8:740e751
Validation of the Latent Classes
The 4 identified classes above were compared in terms of

variables measuring orgasmic responses during partnered sex and
(separately) during masturbation and on sexual relationship
satisfaction (Table 4). This procedure is important to under-
standing how the 4 classes differ in ways beyond just body image
satisfaction, thus showing how responses to sexual response-
related items differ across groups having different levels of
body image satisfaction. 5 variables indicated in the following
ith 3 latent classes

n
Average body
image satisfaction
class N ¼ 111
(43.53%) M (SE)

Moderately high
body image
satisfaction
class N ¼ 62
(24.31%) M (SE)

Very high body
image satisfaction
class N ¼ 19
(7.45%) M (SE)

2.87 (0.12) 4.15 (0.16) 5.68 (0.27)

3.38 (0.06) 4.92 (0.07) 6.00 (0.00)

3.14 (0.12) 4.33 (0.15) 5.89 (0.07)

3.03 (0.08) 4.72 (0.10) 5.89 (0.07)

�1.87 (0.27) 0.00 (0.00)‡ 3.29 (0.55)

all, 6 ¼ applies exactly).
er satisfaction with body image.
us latent factor. Significant factor loadings (l; and standard error values in

factor.



Table 4. Comparison of the identified latent classes

Covariate

Very low body image
satisfaction class
N ¼ 63 (24.71%)
M (SE)

Average body image
satisfaction class
N ¼ 111 (43.53%)
M (SE)

Moderately high body
image satisfaction class
N ¼ 62 (24.31%)
M (SE)

Very high body image
satisfaction class
N ¼ 19 (7.45%)
M (SE)

Overall Wald-
test (p)

Frequency of orgasm
during partnered sex

�0.33 (0.13)a 0.03 (0.11)b 0.12 (0.12)b,c 0.50 (0.22)c 13.07 (0.004)

Orgasmic difficulty during
partnered sex

0.25 (0.13)b �0.05 (0.11)a,b �0.04 (0.12)a,b �0.40 (0.22)a 7.51 (0.057)

Lack of orgasmic pleasure
during partnered sex

0.25 (0.14)b 0.00 (0.11)a,b �0.19 (0.12)a �0.18 (0.21)a,b 6.40 (0.094)

Frequency of orgasm
during masturbation

�0.14 (0.16)a �0.04 (0.11)a 0.18 (0.10)a 0.14 (0.15)a 4.06 (0.256)

Orgasmic difficulty during
masturbation

0.08 (0.14)a 0.04 (0.10)a �0.16 (0.11)a 0.06 (0.26)a 2.38 (0.497)

Lack of orgasmic pleasure
during masturbation

0.32 (0.16)c �0.02 (0.10)b,c �0.14 (0.11)a,b �0.45 (0.16)a 12.72 (0.005)

Sexual relationship
satisfaction

�0.31 (0.14)a �0.04 (0.10)a,b 0.27 (0.12)b 0.32 (0.23)b 12.43 (0.006)

3-step Bolck-Croon-Hagenaars (BCH) method was used to compare the identified latent classes. In the cases of comparisons, means (standard errors in
parenthesis) in the same row that do not share superscripts differ at P < .05 level. Each validating variable was standardized such that their means were
equal to 0 and standard deviations equal to 1.
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paragraph showed the greatest differentiation among groups
established on the basis of body image satisfaction.
Orgasmic Frequency
Compared with the other 3 latent classes, members of class 1

(“very low body image satisfaction”) showed significantly lower
frequency of orgasm during partnered sex. Women in class 4
(“very high body image satisfaction”) reported significantly
higher frequency of orgasm during partnered sex than those
assigned to class 2 (“average body image satisfaction”).
Orgasmic Difficulty
In terms of reaching orgasm during partnered sex, class 1(“very

low body image satisfaction”) reported significantly higher rates
of difficulty than class 4 (“very high body image satisfaction”).
Orgasmic Pleasure During Partnered Sex
Compared with women in class 3 (“moderately high body

image satisfaction”), women in class 1 (“very low body image
satisfaction”) experienced significantly lower levels of orgasmic
pleasure during partnered sex.
Orgasmic Pleasure During Masturbation
Women in class 3 (“moderately high body image satisfaction”)

and class 4 (“very high body image satisfaction”) presented
significantly higher orgasmic pleasure during masturbation than
those in class 1 (“very low body image satisfaction”). In this
regard, women in class 2 (“average body image satisfaction”) also
had lower rates of orgasmic pleasure during masturbation than
women in class 4 (‘very high body image satisfaction’).
Sexual Relationship Satisfaction
Women in class 3 (“moderately high body image satisfaction”)

and class 4 (“very high body image satisfaction”) demonstrated
significantly higher levels of sexual relationship satisfaction than
Class 1 women (“very low body image satisfaction”).
DISCUSSION

This study confirms a potential role for body image on
orgasmic response during partnered sex, and, to our knowledge,
demonstrates for the first time that low body satisfaction is also
associated with greater problems with orgasm during masturba-
tion. It further reiterates the importance of body image satis-
faction to overall sexual relationship satisfaction, and shows that
varying levels of body image satisfaction are associated with
clusters of other sexuality-related variables.
Predictors of Problems with Orgasm: Role of Body
Image Dissatisfaction
Having a positive body image has been associated with a more

pleasurable sex life19 and better sexual functioning during part-
nered sex.7,43 Body dissatisfaction, related to increased psycho-
logical distress, has been related to less frequent, pleasurable and
consistent orgasm among women.7,8,69 Our results, using a
standard measure for body image satisfaction,59 confirmed this
pattern, indicating that lower body image satisfaction is associ-
ated with higher levels of “problems with orgasm,” a composite
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751
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measure comprised of orgasmic difficulty, percent of time
reaching orgasm, and diminished orgasmic pleasure. Other var-
iables included in the SEM—age, frequency of partnered sex,
and overall interest in sex—were also significant predictors of
“problems with orgasm.” The fact that body image satisfaction
was only weakly correlated with these other predictor variables in
the SEM argues that the association of body image dissatisfaction
with diminished orgasmic response occurs independently of these
other factors. Both lower age and lower frequency of partnered
sex—also predictive of greater “problems with orgasm”—likely
stand as proxies for lower levels of partnered sexual experience.
Better orgasmic response has been linked to both of these factors
in previous research.7,11,57,70

Contrary to our expectation and that of self-objectification
theory, lower body image satisfaction also significantly pre-
dicted greater “problems with orgasm” during masturbation. In
fact, body image satisfaction played equally strong roles on
orgasmic response, independent of whether the activity involved
masturbation or partnered sex. Despite a dearth of studies
relating body image to masturbation, several studies on the topic
have generally emphasized the positive relationship between
masturbation and body image, the idea being that masturbation
may enhance bodily response, pleasure, a sense of control and
well-being, and thus body satisfaction.47,48 However, neither of
these studies examined the relationship specifically between body
image satisfaction and orgasmic parameters during partnered sex
and masturbation as our study did.

This finding is notable, as a major assumption underlying the
relationship between body image satisfaction and sexual response
(based on self-objectification theory31,32) has been that the eval-
uative component involved in partnered sex inhibits desire,
arousal, and thus orgasmic response,19,21e24,27,71,72 and consis-
tent with this idea, prior research has suggested that masturbation
may be instrumental in developing a more positive body im-
age.47,48 Yet the current findings suggest that poor body image
may affect orgasmic pleasure and response equally during both
partnered sex and masturbation. That is, while partner evaluation
may play a role in mediating the effects of body image satisfaction
on orgasmic response during partnered sex, other factors must also
be involved, as partner evaluation is absent during masturbation.
Whether such factors are psychological (eg, overall low feelings of
self-efficacy and esteem7,13,31,33,73) or physiological could not be
addressed in our analysis. However, both might be operating.
From a psychological perspective, women who struggle to reach
orgasm under any circumstances may tend to internalize the
problem, feel greater distress, and experience diminished feelings
of overall sexual self-efficacy.7,8,13Duringmasturbation (even with
no “evaluating observer” physically present), as women focus on
their own bodies more intensely, some may be reminded of their
shame and dissatisfaction, viewing themselves from an outside
objectifying position (spectatoring). Furthermore, given that body
image dissatisfaction is often associated with negative genital self-
image, as women physically touch their own bodies, they may
Sex Med 2020;8:740e751
trigger negative thoughts concerning their appearance.74

Together, the combination of shame and spectatoring might
well exacerbate cognitive distraction and disrupt attention to erotic
sensations.73 As frequency of masturbation in our sample was not
linked to the level body image (dis)satisfaction, the interpretation
that women who engage in masturbation are more likely to
struggle with a positive body image has less plausibility. In other
words, women who masturbate more frequently do not appear to
do so simply because they are avoiding partnered sex owing to low
body image satisfaction. Finally, from a physiological perspective,
women whose body image dissatisfaction is linked to being less-
ideally figured, overweight, or obese may as well suffer lower sex-
ual responsivity because of the physiological imbalances sometimes
associated with these conditions.75

The fact that lower masturbation frequency was associated
with greater “problems with orgasm” during masturbation is not
surprising, although the relationship is likely bidirectional:
women who masturbate less tend to be less proficient at it,57,58

and women who are less likely to reach orgasm under any con-
ditions are less inclined to masturbate.58 On the other hand, the
fact that neither age nor frequency of partnered sex was related to
“problems with orgasm” during masturbation strengthens the
argument made previously and that these variables stand as
proxies for partnered sexual experience and thus would not be
related to problems with orgasm during masturbation.
Predictors of Sexual Relationship Satisfaction: Role
of Body Image Dissatisfaction

Consistent with our expectation, higher body image satisfac-
tion was a significant predictor of higher sexual relationship
satisfaction, consistent with other studies that have demonstrated
such an association.45,51,52 Higher body image satisfaction likely
leads to more comfortable (less distressful) sexual interactions
with the partner, greater pleasure, and hence a more satisfying
sexual relationship.7,8,49 At the same time, better relationship
satisfaction may offer greater balance to the physical and
emotional components of sexual intimacy, affording women
some protection against negative self-evaluation/dissatisfaction
regarding their body appearance.23,43,45,51e53

Other predictors of sexual relationship satisfaction included a
higher frequency of partnered sex (a proxy often linked to this
outcome) and lower frequency of masturbation. Previous analyses
have shown that frequency and preference for masturbation
among women are often tied to partner issues (ie, women who
perceive the partner as uninterested or who feel less satisfied with
partnered sex because of a lower incidence of orgasm) and therefore
to lower sexual and overall relationship satisfaction.11,50,56
Typologies of Women With Varying Levels of Body
Image Satisfaction

Also unique to this analysis, we were able to identify clusters of
sexuality-related variables associated with low, average,
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moderately high, and very high body image satisfaction. Such
typologies help give context to the pervasive role that body image
has—through impairment or enhancement—on sexual and
relationship functioning, functions sometimes considered among
the important defining aspects of people's lives.

Women with very low body image satisfaction (class 1) tended
to have a low incidence of orgasm during partnered sex, higher
OD during partnered sex, and lower pleasure during partnered
sex and masturbation and the lowest relationship satisfaction.
This constellation of factors suggests a relatively high level of
orgasmic problems during both partnered and masturbatory sex,
coupled with very low sexual relationship satisfaction, a potential
indicator of problems within the overall relationship.†

Women with very high and moderately high body image
satisfaction (classes 4 and 3) both indicated the highest levels of
sexual relationship satisfaction within the sample but differed
somewhat in their orgasmic response. The former group (class 4:
very high body image satisfaction) was the antithesis of very low
body image satisfaction women described previously: these women
reported the highest incidence of orgasm and the least orgasmic
difficulty during partnered sex, along with moderately high levels
of pleasure during partnered sex. They also indicated the highest
level of orgasmic pleasure during masturbation. In contrast, the
latter group (class 3: moderately high body image satisfaction),
although also endorsing a high level of sexual relationship satis-
faction, was characterized by a moderate incidence of orgasm
during partnered sex, moderate orgasmic difficulty during part-
nered sex and masturbation yet moderately high orgasmic pleasure
during both partnered sex and masturbation. These groups pro-
vide evidence for the idea that, even though some women expe-
rience moderate OD during partnered sex, they might still report
moderately strong pleasure during partnered sex and masturbation
and rate their sexual relationship satisfaction equivalent to those
having the highest level of body image satisfaction. Such patterns
perhaps reiterate the strong protective effects of high sexual rela-
tionship satisfaction on positive sexual response, even though body
image may not be as positive.23,53

Those women with average body satisfaction (class 2) generally
fell in the midrange on most variables, that is, better off than
class 1 women but not reaching the levels of classes 3 and 4
women. Specifically, these women showed a higher incidence of
orgasm and less OD during partnered sex than class 1 women,
and they were situated between class 1 and class 3 or 4 women
on orgasmic pleasure during partnered sex and masturbation.
Their sexual relationship satisfaction also fell midway between
class 1 and class 3 or 4 women. This midway pattern consistently
characterized this group, although only some of the contrasts
reached significance.

Overall, these typologies suggest that specific sexual
response patterns are associated with varying levels of body
image satisfaction. In this respect, body image
† Overall relationship satisfaction and sexual relationship satisfaction were
correlated at 0.481, P < .001
satisfaction—and the constellation of responses associated
with it—affords a window into the types of issues likely to
affect, and be affected by, orgasmic capacity during part-
nered sex and masturbation. The finding that body image
satisfaction, along with several other variables regarding in-
terest in sex and frequency of partnered and masturbatory
sex, explained nearly 17% of variance in “problems with
orgasm” (of which an estimated 4e5% comes from body
image) and 45% of variance in sexual relationship satisfac-
tion argues for assessing and addressing such issues within
the context of remediation and treatment.14,35,42,76
Strengths and Limitations
Our study included the benefits common to many online/non-
online surveys,77 including a sizable sample drawn from Norway.
Furthermore, anonymity afforded through an Internet approach
reduces social desirability and improves openness in responding, so
important when dealing with sensitive and private topics such as
orgasm, pleasure, and masturbation.78,79 Finally, we investigated
the role of body image satisfaction on orgasmic response and sexual
relationship satisfaction in the context of empirically supported
covariates reported in the research literature.

At the same time, our conclusions are limited by the sample
size and the potential for systematic bias within the sample, a
problem for any non-probability study that relies heavily on
social media for recruitment. In addition, we used a fairly simple,
1-dimensional 4-item instrument for assessing body image
dissatisfaction and selected single items from the Female Sexual
Function Index to assess a number of sexual response constructs.
We acknowledge that the use of a multidimensional instrument
may have yielded more precise estimates for such constructs.
Finally, owing to the cross-sectional nature of the study, although
we could statistically control for relevant covariates, we could not
assume causality when examining relationships between body
image satisfaction, orgasmic response, and sexual relationship
satisfaction. As such, it was not possible to consider the influence
of unmeasured, third variables on the observed findings. For
example, controlling for the effects of body mass index and
measures of depressive, somatic, and eating disorder symptoms
might have resulted in greater precision with respect to the as-
sociations between body image and sexual response. Longitudinal
studies could address the aforementioned issues, as well as
replication in community samples drawing participants from
wider economic and age brackets that allow parsing out potential
differences due to variables such as ethnicity, cultural back-
ground, and sociosexual orientation.
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